CNC 3040 with PRT-E750 driver
VFD - Variable Frequency Drive

1. Spindle command description
Rated power
Supply voltage
Instructions for use
Working T°
Other conditions
Overload
Internal ONtions
Frequency range
Frequency control
Brake function
Acceleration/Deceleration
Protection functions

0.80 kW
220 V AC
Well ventilated and interior, dust-free
-10°C to +40°C at max 90% relative humidity
Altitude < 1000 m - Vibration max 0,5g
150% max for 60 seconds max
16 speeds, simple PLC, timing functions and counter
0 to 400.00 Hz
Adjustment keys, external potentiometer, internal potentiometer,
0-10V voltage regulation, 4-20mA current regulation, PWM
Regenerative and dynamic braking
Duration 0.10 to 655.00 seconds
Overvoltage, under voltage, overcurrent, overload, thermal, stall

The set can operate in manual (Spindle rotation) only or automatically, controlled by a PC and software like
Mach3. The controller is provided without documentation at all, only a file to interface Mach3 is provided. The
Mach3 version provided is a Chinese version of the demo (!), old and accompanied by what seems to be a
crack for use in full version.
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The front panel of the controller is
divided into two parts: On the left a mini
board with a potentiometer, a display
with 4 digits, 6 control keys and 4
indicator LEDs and on the right a
ON/OFF button and a big Emergency
button.
When the controller is switched on, once
all the connectors are connected, the
display shows the value of parameter
d000 (In principle linked to the speed of
rotation of the spindle) and the red STOP
LED is lit.
Below is a more detailed description of the mini dashboard commands:

After unpacking, mounting the machine and turning on the POWER main switch, the controller starts with
Factory settings that are not suitable at all, or even with which, we cannot rotate the spindle.
In particular, the basic setting at 50 Hz of the maximum frequency corresponds to a spindle speed of
3,000 rpm. With the spindle motor that can turn at 24,000 rpm max corresponding to a frequency of 400 Hz,
we find ourselves in a situation completely shifted down. In the case of my machine, after a few seconds of
rotation, the spindle stops and the display shows an error E o.
It is therefore necessary to re-parameterize the controller before the spindle can rotate properly and
especially to set the maximum frequency at 400 Hz. This is seen in the Parameterization chapter.
NOTE: In the documents I gather to create this manual, there is frequent reference to a REV and an FWD
keys that don’t exist in my VFD. On the other hand, the pins exist on the internal terminals and so I kept the
description of their descriptions and uses.
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2. Description of the VFD PRT-E750 boards
The driver has 4 groups of functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Supply a high quality current from the 220V sector => Power supply board
Precise control of the spindle motor from different sources => Spindle driver board
Drive the X, Y, Z and A motors from external commands => 4 motor drivers boards
Interfaces of the above elements with the X, Y, Z, A motors and the exterior (USB Port) => Interface board

2.1. Power supply board

Left: The power supply board, as the Spindle driver board below, are powered with the 220V ̴ sector filtered
by a small EMI board that protects them from external electrical noise.
Right: Wiring the terminal block of the power supply board. ① = 3 Vcc wires to the X, Y and Z motor boards.
② = 2 Vcc wires to motor board A and to interface board. ③ = 2 wires Gnd to motor board A and to interface
board. ④ = 3 wires Gnd to the X, Y and Z motor boards. ⑤ = Not used. ⑥ and ⑦ = 220V ̴ input from the
EMI board.

Above, general view of the power board.
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2.2. Spindle motor driver board
MB90F462A
See attached
file in this document

Above, we clearly identify the various elements of the card managing the spindle motor where the connectors
are detailed. This card is based on a Fujitsu MB90F462A microcontroller whose datasheet is attached at the
top of this page.
Note also the green multifunction terminal at the bottom which allows a link to several types of commands
such as an AVI voltage setpoint or an ACI intensity setpoint. Also, the terminal block at the top right with
especially 2 connections left free which are provided to receive a power resistance to electrically manage the
motor braking.

+12V

Mo1

MI4

MI3

MI2

MI1

REV

COM

+10V

AVI

FWD

Multifunction terminal
Optocoupling 4 multifunction
connections
command

Current
driver

Not used here
Connected to the interface board

U

Power terminal
Spindle
Braking
motor
Resistor
V
W
R1
R2
Not
used here

220V
Supply
R
S
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ts 4MHz 16M

2.3. Motor driver boards for X, Y, Z et A axis
The PRT-E750 controller is equipped with 4 identical boards, each managing one of the 4 CNC motors. These
4 boards are arranged next to the spindle driver board vertically to allow better cooling through their large
heat sinks:

Detail of one of the 4 motor boards (Here, that of A motor)
TB6560AHQ
See attached file
in this document

e moteur pas à pas - Toshiba.pdf

Note above the position of
the identical microswitches
on the 4 cards.
These cards are based on
a PWM stepping motor
control circuit TB6560AHQ
whose data sheet is
attached here.
The board also has an
IKSemicon IL2576 switching voltage regulator and a Lattice GAL16V8 fast programmable logic board (PLD),
which can be found at https://www.alldatasheet.com/.
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2.4. Interface board

The interface board is connected by the upper terminal block to the 4 motor driver boards allowing the X, Y,
Z movements of the spindle and the rotation A of the workpiece. The +10V is connected to that of the spindle
driver card.
Through the left terminal block, the interface board is connected to the multifunction terminal of the spindle
driver board (Pins AVI of the 2 boards, the COM of the spindle driver card to the ACM of the interface board
and the FWD of the spindle driver to the OUT2 of the interface board)
Finally, this interface board has the USB port that links to the control PC. Note: The marking on the
microcontroller is erased and therefore unknown.
3. Motors

The spindle motor is well labeled and known. But the 4 identical axis motors have no label or marking.
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4. Principle of driver working
The controller generates a signal to the spindle motor calibrated at both frequency F and voltage V, i.e. in
speed and torque. It is thus possible to draw the function V/F = f (Frequency) in the various modes proposed
by the controller. The choice of mode is defined by parameter d038.

Basically, the ratio V/F Voltage/Frequency sent by the controller to the motor is proportional to the torque of
the spindle motor. The controller can follow 4 types of V/F curves, the most common being d038 = 0 where
V/F = Cste and therefore where the motor power is proportional to the speed of rotation.
In fact, when the speed decreases the friction torque becomes preponderant and the system can generate
a torque compensation defined by the parameter d062 which must remain moderate to avoid a drive stall.
This compensation is created by an additional voltage U decreasing with the speed:
U = d062 at Frequency = 0 and U = 0 at Frequency = d004.
When d038 = 1, the controller generates a V/F curve with 2 segments defined by 3 points (d007, d008),
(d005, d006) and (d003, d004). This case is reserved for experienced operators who will have to avoid
destructive operations (By example a high voltage with a low frequency).
When d038 = 2, the controller generates a quadratic V/F curve (on the shape V/F = k▪Freq²) where the
torque increases at the same time as the spindle speed. The motor power is then proportional to the square
of the frequency.
When d038 = 3, the controller generates a cubic V/F curve (On the shape V/F = k▪Freq³) where the torque
increases at the same time as the square of the spindle speed. The motor power is then proportional to the
cube of the frequency.
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5. Acceleration and deceleration
The acceleration time is the time required from zero speed to the maximum operating speed. Similarly, the
deceleration time is the time required from the maximum operating speed to the speed 0.
The system allows a very fine tuning of these durations. In particular the parameters d011 and d012 are
adjustable for correct acceleration and deceleration ramps. The smaller these values are, the faster are the
system accelerations and decelerations.
Below is an example with max d002 at 400Hz, a rotation selected at 18000rpm (d000 = 300Hz), an acceleration
time d011 of 8 sec and a deceleration time d012 of 12 sec.

Speed curve
d002 : Freqmax

400 Hz

Real TDecel

350 Hz
300 Hz

d000 : Freqchoosen

250 Hz
Real TAccel

200 Hz
150 Hz
100 Hz
50 Hz

d011 : TAccel max

d012 : TDecel max

0 Hz
0s

5s

10 s

15 s

20 s

25 s

30 s

35 s

40 s
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It can be seen that d011 and d012 define maximum durations that are only reached if the desired speed is
the maximum speed. d002/d011 and d002/d012 rather define the slopes of the ramps of acceleration and
deceleration of a working phase.
Attention, depending on the resisting torque (Moment of inertia of the rotating mass + torque related to the
machining itself), acceleration can cause excessive overcurrent. Likewise, slowing down generates a voltage
induced in the circuit and doing so too quickly can cause an overvoltage and therefore dangerous overcurrents.
The d022 parameter allows to remain in this basic mode with only 1 acceleration ramp and 1 deceleration
ramp defined by d011 and d012 or to switch to a mode with several different ramps in acceleration and
deceleration.
In the latter case, the parameters d098 to d101 receive inputs from the multi-function terminal block (pins
MI1 to MI4) making it possible to choose which ramps defined by the parameters d013 to d018 are to be
used.
6. Parameterization (Based on documents from CNC Zone forum => https://www.cnczone.com)

See Chapter 7 at page 20 to set the recommended parameter for the CNC 3040 VFD

To change the parameters, use the FUNC key at the bottom left. When clicked on, a code dXXX appears
that takes the number of the last selected parameter or d000 the first time.
Then to modify a parameter, click on the FUNC key, then with the ◄ key, choose one of the digits to modify
and with the ▲ ▼ keys, adjust its value. So, the number of the parameter to be modified can be defined and
displayed by clicking on the FUNC key again. The current value of this parameter is then displayed and again
with the ◄ ▲ ▼ keys the new value of the parameter is selected. By clicking again on the FUNC key, the
value of the parameter is then defined and memorized. The recommended values are given at the very end of
this long table.
Parameters table:
N°

Value range

Default

Description

This is the value/setting in real time: The frequency (Hz) of operation in progress (The system displays
it permanently since it has the number 0); Note that you must first set the maximum frequency with
50,00
d002 to work in the desired frequency range. Other information can be displayed here (Spindle speed
for example) by modifying the parameter d031

d000

0,00 to d002

d001

0 or 1

d002

0,00 to 400,00

One more basic adjustment: The maximum frequency (Hz) of operation and thus the maximum speed
50,00 of rotation of the spindle are indicated here. In practice, with our installation, we always set 400.00 Hz
since the spindle motor supports it.

d003

d005 to 400,00

This setting is dependent on the selected spindle motor. This is the frequency (Hz) at the maximum
50,00 voltage supported by the motor. Therefore, something other than 400.00 Hz will be set if another motor
replaces the original one.

d004

d006 to 255V (Mono)
d006 to 420V (Tri)

220

This setting is also specific to the spindle motor: This is the maximum output voltage of the controller
and then the spindle motor input. In our case 220V.

d005

d007 to d003

1,5

Average frequency setting. We see here a very small default value that will have to be revised if we
want to use this system correctly with d038 = 1

d006

d008 to d004

1,7

Medium voltage setting. We see here a very small default value that will have to be revised if we want
to use this system correctly with d038 = 1

0

Here too, it is an indispensable prerequisite. This parameter allows (1) or not (0) the modification of all
the other parameters. It must be set to 1 before any other action.
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d007

0,1 to d005

0,5

Minimum working frequency (Hz) setting. We see here a very small default value that will probably
have to be reviewed if we want to use this system correctly with d038 = 1

d008

0,1 to d006

1,7

Minimum frequency voltage setting. We see here the same default value as small as in d006 that we
will have to review if we want to use this system correctly with d038 = 1

d009

d010 to 400,00

d010

0 to d009

d011

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

d012

0,1 to 655,00

10,00 Choice of first deceleration time (sec) to reduce the frequency between d002 and 0

d013

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of second acceleration time (sec) to increase the frequency between 0 and d002. This
parameter is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

d014

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of second deceleration time (sec) to reduce the frequency between d002 and 0. This parameter
is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

d015

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of third acceleration time (sec) to increase the frequency between 0 and d002. This parameter
is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

d016

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of third deceleration time (sec) to reduce the frequency between d002 and 0. This parameter
is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

N°

Value range

Default

d017

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of forth acceleration time (sec) to increase the frequency between 0 and d002. This parameter
is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

d018

0,1 to 655,00

10,00

Choice of forth deceleration time (sec) to reduce the frequency between d002 and 0. This parameter
is only used in Multifunction mode (Defined with parameters d022 and d098 to d101).

d019

0,1 to 655,00

1,00

Choice of acceleration and deceleration time (sec) in manual mode. This parameter is only used in
Multifunction mode (defined with parameters d098 to d101).

d020

0,1 to 655,00

6,00

Choice of frequency (Hz) in manual mode. This parameter is only used in Multifunction mode (defined
with parameters d098 to d101).

d021

d007 to 400,00

50,00

Setting the second maximum frequency value This parameter is only used in multifunction mode
(defined with parameters d098 to d101).

50,00 Highest output frequency limit setting. We generally choose the same value as in d002.
Lowest output frequency limit setting. When the calculated frequency is lower than this value, the
0,00 controller forces it to 0. In this way the overheating problems that can occur in case of rotation at very
low speed are avoided.
Accelerations and Decelerations - See Chap.5 above.
Choice of first acceleration time (sec) to increase the frequency between 0 and d002

Description

Acceleration and deceleration mode
0: Use the controller for simple accelerations/decelerations using only the parameters d011 et d012
d022

0 or 1

d023 to d030

0

1: Use the values d011 to d018 in Multifunction mode also defined with parameters d098 to d101.
Note: These parameters d098 to d101 (Values 0 or 1) are linked to terminals MI1 to MI4 of the
multifunction connector. But these terminals are not connected originally. The parameters can only
be varied by adding switches and connecting them to MI1 to MI4 (manual selection) or by
connecting these 4 terminals to an electronic control system to be added (Driven selection).
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally
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Setting the frequency control mode.
0: Digital setting adjustable with ▲▼keys only

d031

0 to 5

0

1: Voltage control (0 to 5V or 0 to 10V) of the AVI pin of the Multifunction terminal. In this mode, the
frequency can be modified with the dashboard potentiometer or with the PC, through the interface
board considered by the spindle driver board as a potentiometer with the wiper on AVI pin and the
ends at the pins COM and +10V.
2: Current control (4 to 20mA) between pins COM and AVI of the Multifunction terminal after installing
a 510Ω resistor between COM and +10V.
3: RS485 COM control (Address 2001H). This port is provided but not installed here.
4: PWM input control. The pulse width is to be input with MI4 (Then set d101 at 0) and the PWM
period must be set with d113.
5: Internal adjustable potentiometer control. It must be installed inside the box.
Operation command source setting.

d032

0 to 2

0

0: Internal dashboard of the controller. RUN and STOP keys, REV key to start reverse
1: External command (PC or PLC)
2: RS485 COM (Address 2000H)

STOP key activation.
d033

0 or 1

0

0: STOP key inactive if PC or port COM command
1: STOP key active whatever is the command
Stop method choice.

d034

0 or 1

0

0: Deceleration then Stop
1: Stop on spindle inertia

REV key activation.
d035

0 or 1

1

0: Invalid in manual mode
1: Enabled for jog use (Only if the controller has a REV key !)
Reverse rotation disabled.

d036

0 or 1

0

0: Enabled
1: Disabled (The REV key is then disabled)

N°

d037

Value range

1 to 12

Default

Description

Carrier frequency (Multiple of 166Hz) of the inverter.
By selecting a high frequency, the motor noise can be reduced, but the motor and the board get hotter
and they create more interference.
4 By selecting a low frequency, the signal supplied is clearer (sinusoidal) but the working frequency may
be forced to be reduced (200 or 300Hz instead of 400 Hz, by example).
Note: Change the carrier frequency during working has no immediate effect. The machine must be
stopped first then started again.
Choice of Voltage/Frequency curve type (See Chapter 4)

d038

0 to 3

0

0: Linear or affine curve (With low frequency added for torque compensation)
1: Curve at 2 segments with 3 spots (Set by d011 à d018)
2: Quadratic (Parabolic) curve
3: Cubic curve
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Choice of d000 parameter displayed

d039

0 to 10

d040

1,00 to 200,00

0

100,00

0: Display the frequency in Hz
1: Display the rotating speed in rpm (The 4 first digits only)
2: Display the CTC value
3: Display the step from the PC or PLC
4: Display the time from the PC or PLC
5: Not used / reserved
6: Test mode (Freq., Power, Current, Power factor, AC output voltage, DC bus voltage, Module T°)
7 à 10: Not used / reserved
Conversion ratio in rpm. Used to have the rotation speed according to the frequency and the number
of poles of the spindle motor.
Main frequency modification recovery

d041

0 or 1

0

d042 to d044

0: Keep the modified frequency after a stop
1: Restore the frequency before revision after a stop
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d045

0,00 to 100,00

30,00 Level of electric braking (Percentage of max current)

d046

0 to 40,00

0 Duration of electric braking at start time, in seconds, when the max current is d045 x max Current.

d047

0 to 40,00

0 Duration of electric braking at stop time, in seconds, when the max current is d045 x max Current.

d048

0 to 400,00

0 Skip frequency 1(Hz) (Avoid one of three frequency where resonance cases can occur during braking)

d049

0 to 400,00

0 Skip frequency 2(Hz) (Avoid one of three frequency where resonance cases can occur during braking)

d050

0 to 400,00

0 Skip frequency 3(Hz) (Avoid one of three frequency where resonance cases can occur during braking)

d051

0,0 à 205,0

0,5

d052 to d054

d055

0 or 1

Frequency range skipped (Hz) (Avoid one of three frequency where resonance cases can occur during
braking)
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

Automatic Voltage Regulation: When input voltage fluctuates, motor torque too. If the input voltage is
too high, the output voltage will not exceed the rated value but will lead to motor overheating or
destruction of the winding insulation varnish. If the input voltage is too low, the output voltage can be
clipped to this input voltage. In both cases, the motor torque will be unstable. The system therefore
1 integrates a function of automatic regulation of the output voltage of the motor according to the dynamic
stability of the nominal voltage.
0: Inactive
1: Active (Canceled during deceleration phases)

N°

Value range

Default

N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d056 to d059

d060

30 to 120

Setting the percentage of motor rated current. This parameter must be adjusted according to the
100 information of the motor plate. At 100% (default value), the motor must be tested (Mode 6 of parameter
d039) to see if the limits are not exceeded.
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d061
d062

0,0 to 20,0
d063 to d069

Description

4,0

Torque compensation (Output overvoltage for higher torque (Increase the torque at low speed). See
Chapter 4.
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally
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Regulation mode of frequency drive (Must be set with d031 setting)
0 to 2

d070

0

0: No PID detection function
1: PID detection function on AVI pin
2: PID detection function on ACI pin

When the system is at normal rotation speed and the Voltage/Current signal is constant at the feedback sensor output, a target value
of the feedback voltage can be set = Motor output frequency set / d002 x 10V. Thus, depending on the setpoint value of the desired
feedback voltage, the motor output can be obtained at a defined frequency (d002 can use the default value 50.00 Hz).
When a digital frequency is defined and the user chooses d031 = 0, the frequency value corresponding to the obtained frequency d000
is executed. If the user has not set d031 to 0 (Analog signal for example), the limit is reached, and the value is usually set to the analog
feedback value.
If you do not know the characteristics of the sensor, so that the system can first open the loop, i.e. d070 = 0, the output speed of the
motor rises gradually to obtain the relevant information.
Note:
1. The output frequency must always be less than d011 and greater than the floor speed d012, in order to accelerate the dynamic
2. For d077> 100%, we must have d009 > d002.
3. To use the PID, the user can customize the display with d115 and d116 (Values to calibrate the amount of return).
4. For display only: When d039 = 10, d115 and d116 are user-defined, the displayed return value is
Return value / 10.00V x d115 (d116 = 0 hours). Otherwise press the ◄ key to shift the displayed numbers.

d071

0 to 1000

d072

0 to 9999

d073

0,01 to 655,00

1,00 Integral value

I

d074

0,00 to 10,00

0,00 Derivative value

D

d075

0 to 100

d076

0,0 to 1000,0

d077

0 to 110

N°

Value range
d078 to d079

100 PID Detected value gain
1000 Proportional constant P

100 Upper limit of integral value = Max working frequency x eigenvalues
0,00 Time delay
100 PID output limit frequency = Max working frequency x eigenvalues
Default

Description
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally
Software brake setting.

d080

37 to 430

In addition to the electrical braking, there is a software braking solution: During deceleration or
380 braking, the DC bus voltage increases.
When this voltage ≥ d080, the braking transistor is switched to the pass mode and the excess energy
makes it possible to have additional braking or deceleration when the spindle is still at high speed.
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d081

0 or 1

1

Overvoltage and stall. The system can pause the deceleration until the peak voltage is absorbed (as
long as the voltage is greater than d080).
0: Invalid
1: valid
4,0 A

Level in %overcurrent if
acceleration is too high:
d082

20 to 250

The system suspends the
170 frequency increase (pause
acceleration) as long as the
current exceeds the d082
threshold.

400 Hz

Curves during acceleration

3,5 A

Threshold
d082

350 Hz

Current curve

3,0 A

300 Hz

2,5 A

250 Hz

2,0 A

200 Hz

1,5 A

1,0 A

150 Hz

Frequency
curve

Pause of the frequency
rise during the current
overflow

100 Hz

0,5 A

50 Hz

0,0 A

0 Hz
0s

1s

2s

4,0 A

d083

20 to 250

170

Level in %overcurrent in
operation if the effort
required on the spindle is too
important.
The system lowers the
frequency (Slowdown) as
long as the current exceeds
the d083 threshold.

3s

4s

5s

Threshold
d083

3,5 A

20 to 250

400 Hz
350 Hz

Current curve

300 Hz

2,5 A

250 Hz

2,0 A

200 Hz

1,5 A

150 Hz

1,0 A

Then
quick
return to
normal

Frequency drop during
overcurrent

0,5 A

1s

2s

4,0 A

d084

8s

3,0 A

0s

The system suspends the
170 frequency reduction (Pause
the deceleration) as long as
the current exceeds the
d084 threshold.

7s

Steady speed curves

0,0 A

Level in %overcurrent if
deceleration too high:

6s

3s

4s

5s

6s

Frequency
curve

100 Hz
50 Hz
0 Hz

7s

8s

400 Hz

Curves during deceleration
threshold
d084

3,5 A

350 Hz

3,0 A

300 Hz

2,5 A

250 Hz

2,0 A

200 Hz
Frequency curve

1,5 A

150 Hz

Pause of the frequency
decrease during
overcurrent

1,0 A

100 Hz

0,5 A

50 Hz

0,0 A

0 Hz
0s

1s

2s

3s

4s

5s

6s

7s

8s

Level in %over-torque not to be exceeded during operation.
d085

0 to 200

d086

0,1 to 20,0

150 When the current sent to the spindle motor exceeds this d085 limit for more than d086 seconds, the
system shuts down and displays error E_OL2
15 Maximum tolerable duration in seconds of over-torque. Warning : 0 = Unlimited duration
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N°

Value range

Default

Description

Thermal curves

5 min
5 min

Electronic thermal relay
function.
d087

0 or 1

0

4 min

6 Hz

4 min

12 Hz

3 min

0: Not activated
1: Activated

50 Hz

3 min

60 Hz

2 min
2 min

1 min
1 min
0 min
60%

80%

100%

120%

140%

160%

180%

200%

N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d088 to d089

Current regulation function (ACI).
0: Range 4 à 20 mA
1: Range 0 à 20 mA (Not with the 220V model, only with the 380V three-phase)
450 Hz
400 Hz

Frequency drive by current 4-20 mA
Max Freq d093 when normal or reverse rotation according d094

350 Hz
300 Hz
d090

0 or 1

0

250 Hz
200 Hz
150 Hz
100 Hz

Min Freq d091
when normal or
reverse rotation
according d092

50 Hz
0 Hz
0 mA

d091

0,00 to 400,00

5 mA

10 mA

15 mA

20 mA

25 mA

0,00 Low frequency when the control current is 4 mA
Direction of rotation at the minimum frequency d091

d092

0 or 1

d093

0,00 to 400,00

0

0: Normal rotation
1: Reverse rotation

50,00 High frequency when the control current is 20 mA
Direction of rotation at the maximum frequency d093

d094

0 or 1

0

0: Normal rotation
1: Reverse rotation
Current direction.

d095

0 or 1

0

0: Not reversible
1: Reversible
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N°

Value range

Default

Description
Control terminal functions. When the master outer terminal d032 = 1, the FWD, REV pins mode is:

d096

0 to 2

0

0: Forward rotation/Stop with FWD, Reverse
rotation/Stop with REV (MI1 is not activated)

FWD
REV
MI1
COM

1: Run/Stop with FWD, Forward/Reverse
rotation with REV (MI1 is not activated)

FWD
REV
MI1
COM

2: Operation with 3 wires system with FWD,
REV et MI1 (Activated there)

FWD
REV
MI1
COM

Note that in this case, these actions with 3 wires can only act at startup,
otherwise the operation remains unchanged and MI1 resumes its usual functions.
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d097

Input values on pins MI1 to MI4 of the multifunction terminal. Same coding for the 4 parameters d098
to d101. All these functions use the values saved in parameters d011 to d022.
d098

1 to 20

1

d099

1 to 20

2

d100

1 to 20

3

d101

1 to 20

4

0: No function
1: Multi-speed command 1
2: Multi-speed command 2
3: Multi-speed command 3
4: Multi-speed command 4
5: Reset error
6: Disable acceleration and deceleration command
7: Deceleration time switch 1
8: Switching two deceleration time (According to d011
to d018 and the current movement rate)
9: Pause, deceleration to zero (After closing, holding
zero speed, PLC pause time). After original
frequency signal cancel, recovery operation.
10: Emergency stop. The inverter forces motors outputs
to 0 immediately.
11: Chain (NC), i.e. normal operation until an E_CH error
signal is communicated to the terminal or COM,
which triggers the end of action procedure.
12: Stop child and COM.
13: Punctual movement
14: Negative jog. Connected to an end.
15: Second curve V/F (The highest voltage corresponding to the current frequency, while the V/F
rate is valid).
16: With rising bond.
17: With declining bond.
18: Counter (MI3 only in the set, and PLC off duty), fixed allocation count inputs MI 3, MI 4 to eliminate
counting.
19: Timer (MI3 only in the set, and PLC off duty), fixed allocation timing inputs MI 3, MI 4 to eliminate
Timing.
20: PLC controlled (set only MI 3) MI 3 fixed allocation start trigger d097 (single runs).
Notes:
 The user terminal and COM terminal state must be 1 to 3 (0 failed).
 Multi-speed running direction: Still use the RUN key on the panel, the REV key or the
terminals used for FWD, REV. See parameters d032, d096 and similar.
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N°

Value range

Default

N° of Parameter reserved, not used originally

d102

d103

d104

1 to 20

0 to 15

Description

10

Input terminal response (between 1 and 20 milliseconds) to read the pins on the multi-function terminal.
(Increasing the value may avoid possible interference, but the response time will be slowed down).
This parameter is a digital input whose confirmation by the processing unit itself causes a delay of
about 1 msec. This must be considered in the parameterization.

Values input at pins M01 to MO4 of the multifunction terminal. Same coding for the 4 parameters d103
to d107. Note that MO2 to MO4 are not connected originally and must be connected by the user to be
0 used!

d105

0 to 15

0

d106

0 to 15

0

d107

0 to 15

0

0: Invalid
1: Run
2: Error indication
3: Zero speed
4: Any arbitrary frequency 1
5: Any arbitrary frequency 2
6: Frequency area reached
7: Timer/counter value reached
8: Reserved
9: Program running
10: Program accomplished (For at least 0,5 sec)
11: Low voltage warning or Low-pressure alarm
12: Overvoltage warning or Overload alarm
13: Driver prepared or Preparation drive task
14: Backup or Standby
15: Backup or Standby
These 4 parameters can be set in function of the output terminal, depending on several models and
may be configured to output a relay or an optocoupler.
Multifunction terminal (AFM output 0 to 10V).

d108

0 to 6

0

0: Frequency table (0 to Highest operating frequency)
1: Current meter (0 to 200% of the rated current)
2: Voltmeter (0 to 150% of the rated voltage)
3: Reserved
4: Frequency 1 reached (0 or +10V)
5: Frequency 2 reached (0 or +10V)
6: Frequency area reached
PWM signal of AFM output: 0 to 3  PWM signal as a continuous function. 4 to 6  Signal 0V or
10V. The terminal may use this indicating instrument to be connected.
Frequency comparison value (1, 4 or 5) for a multifunction terminal function: When the inverter output
frequency is greater than or equal to this value, the user can easily control the continuous accordingly
the output terminal of the operation. When using the output terminal function 6, the inverter exports the
output terminal before operation when a frequency between d110 and d111.

d109

0 to 100

100 AFM output gain (This parameter AFM can output the number of different header adaptation range)

d110

0,00 to 400,00

0,00 Any frequency to reach 1

d111

0,00 to 400,00

0,00 Any frequency to reach 2

d112

0 to 65500

d113

0 to 100

0

CTC setpoint, either a counter or a delay according to the value, 18 or 19, entered with the MI (See
details given in d098)

1 PWM periodical average times (See line d031 = 4)
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N°

Value range

d114

0,0 to 999,9

Default
10,0 PWM signal period (Millisecond)
Reserved

d115 to d119

d120

0 to 3

Description

Simple PLC function
0: Program operation function not activated
0
1: Single run
2: Cycle run
3: Single speed forward and reverse operation alternately, number of cycle controllable

Simple PLC programmable operating modes: The VFD can be controlled by a PLC or a PC to operate at different speeds and perform the
different steps of a program.
Single run with d120 = 1
With d032 = 0 (Driving by the panel keyboard), the RUN and STOP keys allow a simple manual operation. With d032 = 1 (External driving),
the VFD is driven by PLC. If d096 = 0 or 1, the PLC drives in single run mode. After only one run, the action is ended. It’s necessary to send a
Stop command to then restart another run. CTC indicator will light up after the PLC has finished running.
Standard PLC operation with d120 = 2
First, it is necessary to define the speeds with d000 (Basic frequency), d122 (First frequency of the cycle) and d136 (Last frequency of cycle),
for example with 400hz each. The direction of rotation depends on the parameters d137 and d138: Each corresponding to a value on 8 bits,
there is then two registers on 8 bits making it possible to define the directions of rotation of up to 16 sections of a cycle:
For example, to define rotations in the forward direction in
sections 1, 3 to 7 and 11 to 16 and in reverse direction in the
other sections (2 and 8 to 10), bits 1 and 7 of d137 and bits 0
and 1 of d138.
 d137 = BIN 10000010 = DEC 130
(That is 2⁷+2¹)
 d138 = BIN 00000011 = DEC 3
(That is 2¹+2⁰)
If the PLC needs to start running the cycle, you can set d120 =
2. Set each speed running time: d141 to d156. If there are fewer
than 16 sections in a cycle, you can either specify the same value
on several parameters or assign a duration 0 to a section that will
be ignored.
The execution time of a section includes the transitional phase of acceleration or deceleration. If there is reversal of the rotation direction, this
phase can be quite long and it is necessary to take it into account and to define a duration of sufficient section. If a pause is set, this signal acts
on the controller and on the PLC or PC. If connected to COM, when paused, the controller drops to 0 by a regular ramp and the internal timer
pauses. During cycle operation the CTC diode flashes. At the end of the cycle it stays steadily lit.
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N°

Value range

Default

Description

Reversible interval operation with d120 = 3

The parameters are defined as follows:
Yes

Rotation avant suivant d141
Arrêt rotation suivant d142

Cycles Nb < d145
and Time < d146 ?

No

Rotation inverse suivant d143
Arrêt rotation suivant d144

d121

d141: Forward running time (0 to 65500 sec)
d142: Forward running interval (0 to 65500 sec)
d143: Reverse running time (0 to 65500 sec)
d144: Reverse running interval (0 to 65500 sec)
d145: Cycles number (0 to 65500 times)
d146: Total run time
d031 = 1
d002 = d093 = Highest frequency desired

N° of Parameter reserved, not used originally

d122

0,1 to d002

20,0 Speed frequency in the 2nde section

d123

0,1 to d002

30,0 Speed frequency in the 3rd section

d124

0,1 to d002

40,0 Speed frequency in the 4th section

d125

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 5th section

d126

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 6th section

d127

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 7th section

d128

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 8th section

d129

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 9th section

d130

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 10th section

d131

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 11th section

d132

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 12th section

d133

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 13th section

d134

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 14th section

d135

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 15th section

d136

0,1 to d002

0,0 Speed frequency in the 16th section

d137

0 to 255

0 Rotation direction of the sections 1 to 8. (See explanation above)

d138

0 to 255

0 Rotation direction of the sections 9 to 16. (See explanation above)

d139 to d140

N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d141

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 1st section (sec)

d142

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 2nd section (sec)

d143

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 3rd section (sec)

d144

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 4th section (sec)

d145

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 5th section (sec)

d146

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 6th section (sec)

d147

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 7th section (sec)

d148

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 8th section (sec)

d149

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 9th section (sec)

d150

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 10th section (sec)
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N°

Value range

Default

d151

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 11th section (sec)

d152

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 12th section (sec)

d153

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 13th section (sec)

d154

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 14th section (sec)

d155

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 15th section (sec)

d156

0 to 65000

0 Operation time of the 16th section (sec)

d157 to d159
d160

d161

d162

d163

1 to 254

Description

N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally
1 COM port address

0 to 3

Communication speed of the COM port.
0: 4800 bauds
1
1: 9600 bauds
2: 19200 bauds
3: 38400 bauds

0 to 3

Transmission Error Handling.
0: Continue running
0
1: Warn and ramp parking
2 and 3: reserved

0 to 5

Communication format: Data: 7 or 8 bits, Parity: Even, Odd or No, Stop: 1 or 2 bits.
0: 7, N, 2 for ASCII
1: 7, E, 1 for ASCII
0
2: 7, 0, 1 for ASCII
3: 8, N, 2 for RTU
4: 8, E, 1 for RTU
5: 8, 0, 1 for RTU
N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

d164 to d167
d168

0 to 9999

0 Total running time (hours) of cumulated operation

d169

0 to 3599

0 Total running time (Sec) of cumulated operation in addition to the hours in d168

d170

Error log 1: The latest error log

d171

Error log 2: The error log just before the error recorded in d170

d172

Error log 2: The error log just before the error recorded in d171

d173

0 or 1

0

Set to 1 if error. To clear this error, this parameter is forced to 0 by pressing on FUNC key.
This action forces also d170, d171 and d172 to 0

d174

0 to 5

5

Max reset number. If more than d174 resets are set, the inverter will lock and can be restarted only
after power down. If d174 is set to 0, this security is off.

d175
d176

0 or 1
d177

d178

07 01

N° of Parameter reserved, not used originally
0 Factory reset. To do this, set this parameter to 1 and press the FUNC key.
N° of Parameter reserved, not used originally
07 01 Version number. Must not be modified.
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Driver number. Must not be modified.

0 to 4

d179

d180 to d200

2

Code - 220V Mono
Power (kW)
Rated current (A)

0
0,20 kW
1,7 A

1
0,40 kW
3,0 A

2
0,75 kW
5,0 A

3
1,10 kW
6,0 A

4
1,50 kW
7,0 A

Code - 380V Tri
Power (kW)
Rated current (A)

0
0,40 kW
2,0 A

1
0,75 kW
3,0 A

2
1,50 kW
4,2 A

3
2,20 kW
5,5 A

4
3,70 kW
8,5 A

N° of Parameters reserved, not used originally

7. Recommended values of the main parameters (To be set in this order):
d001 = 1
d176 = 1

This allows the modification of the parameters in general.
By this way, the driver is reset to the factory settings and any changes that may have been
made until then are cancelled.

After, in order to be able to turn the spindle normally, we first pass the operating frequencies to 400hz rather
than the 50hz defined by default:
d002 = 400,00 Here we define the maximum operating frequency at 400Hz which corresponds to a
maximum spindle rotation of 24,000 rpm (60 sec x 400 Hz x 1 rpm/Hz for a 2 poles motor)
d000 = 400,00 If you press RUN, the current frequency is therefore set to the maximum frequency.
d003 = 400,00 Here again it is defined that if the voltage is at max, the frequency must be at 400 Hz.
d009 = 400,00 Even if you want to work in a reduced range defined between d010 and d009, you can
go up to 400 Hz. (d010 is set to 0 by default).
d021 = 400,00 To work in Multifunction mode, this allows to go up to 400 Hz in frequency.
d093 = 400,00 If you work with a 4-20 mA control (ACI), this allows to go up to 400 Hz in frequency.
d032 = 0

By default, manual operation is defined.

d031 = 1

It allows the control with the potentiometer of the table and with the PC.

d039 = 1

This makes display the speed in rpm rather than the frequency in Hz. Take care of the only
4 digits on the panel display so that only the first 4 digits of the speeds ≥ 10 000 rpm are
visible. For example, 2400 for 24,000 rpm.

Once all that is done, make sure that the rotary switch of the panel is on "Manually" position, preposition the
potentiometer to zero and click on the green key RUN. The potentiometer is then activated to start the spindle
and bring it to the desired speed. Click on the red STOP key to stop the spindle.
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8. Error messages
Error

Meaning

Corrective action

No problem

Code
0

E

Hardware protection

Check for short circuit. Or the motor was not at 0 speed
1
in a rapid start condition.

E CA

Acceleration overcurrent

Generally, this is due to an acceleration too fast.

E C

Overcurrent at constant speed

Check if there has been excessive torque on the spindle 3

E Cd

Deceleration overcurrent

Generally, this is due to a deceleration too fast.

E U

Overvoltage

Supply overvoltage or excessive deceleration or spindle
5
stopped abruptly. Review the deceleration time.

E H

Overheated drive

Check ambient temperature and cooling fan operation

E L

Electronic thermal relay action

E L2

Over torque protection action

E LU

Low pressure

E 6H

Chain breaking

2
4

6

Oversized spindle motor or low speed operation for too
7
long.
The torque exceeds the limit of parameter d085. Either
this parameter must be changed, or the capacity of the 8
CNC is exceeded.
Low pressure indicator, generally due to pump
9
shutdown or driver shutdown.
Parameters d098 to d101 badly connected to the
connector. Reconnect this one correctly then make a 10
reset.

9. RS485 Serial communication
When driving with the RS-485 serial port, the controller must have a unique address on the network.


Data format: Structure defined on 11 bits (RTU)
8, N, 2:
8, E, 1:
8, 0, 1:



1 start bit, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits
1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 even parity bit, 1 stop bit
1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 odd parity bit, 1 stop bit

RTU mode: Start
Address
Function
Data
Control
End



Function code:

03h
06h
08h

a silence signal ≥ 20 msec
8-bit communication address (1 to 254 here)
8-bit function code
Up to 16 values on 8 bits
Nb of 0 in 8-bit data
Nb of 1 in 8-bit data
a silence signal ≥ 20 msec
Reading the contents of the register
Writing a word in the register
Loop Detection
For more details, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modbus
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10. Automatic operation (Mach3)
10.1. Mach3 features
Install the latest version of Mach3 by the classic way, in demo version. Mach3 is a particular software on
at least 2 aspects:
 Parallel port: This software communicates with the CNC via the parallel port and even if, physically, the
connection can be made through a USB port, this USB link emulates a parallel link. But Windows includes
a locked protocol that secures very well this link especially for connecting a printer that is its original use,
but prevents most programs and users from independently controlling each step and pin of the parallel
link.
Mach3, which needs this spindle control to drive the CNC, does not use this Windows protocol but a
low-level software layer (which acts in place of the Windows layer) that allows full control of the parallel
port.
The disadvantage is that this Mach3 software layer, created in the 2000s, cohabit properly only with
old Windows versions that it knows how to work around. The newer and/or 64-bits Windows versions
intervene slightly differently but still enough so that Mach3 can lose this total control and therefore can
no longer communicate with the CNC.
 Necessary 32 bits Windows in XP, Vista or 7 version if PC-CNC connection with parallel cable.
 Any Windows version possible if the connection is made with a USB cable, even if the old 32 bits
versions are doubtless less risky. Personally, I use a laptop with Windows 10 64 bits and a USB link
and it works very well.
Be careful though, on the PC dedicated to my CNC (as on all my PCs actually), I have modified the power options
that certainly allow Windows to less interfere in the parallel communication between Mach3 and the VFD. Here
are my settings (Yellow):
Go to Control Panel
 Power options
 Balanced (recommended)

Change plan settings
On battery
Plugged in
 Turn off the display:
Never
Never
 Put the computer to sleep:
Never
Never
 Change advanced power settings
 Hard disk
 Turn off hard disk after
 On battery: Never or 0
 Plugged in: Never
 Wireless adapter settings
 Power saving mode
 On battery: Maximum performance
 Plugged in: Maximum performance
 Sleep
 Sleep after
 On battery: Never
 Plugged in: Never
 Allow hybrid sleep
 On battery: Off
 Plugged in: Off
 Hibernate after
 On battery: Never
 Plugged in: Never
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 Allow wake timers
 On battery: Disable
 Plugged in: Disable
USB Settings
 USB selective suspend setting
 On battery: Enabled
 Plugged in: Enabled
Power buttons and lid
 Lid close action
 On battery: Do nothing
 Plugged in: Do nothing
 Power button action
 On battery: Shut down
 Plugged in: Shut down
 Sleep button action
 On battery: Sleep
 Plugged in: Sleep
PCI Express
 Link State Power Management
 On battery: Off
 Plugged in: Off
Display
 Turn off display after
 On battery: Never
 Plugged in: Never
 Display brightness
 On battery: 100%
 Plugged in: 100%
 Dimmed display brightness
 On battery: 100%
 Plugged in: 100%
 Enable adaptative brightness
 On battery: Off
 Plugged in: Off
Multimedia settings
 When sharing media
 On battery: Prevent idling to sleep
 Plugged in: Prevent idling to sleep
Battery
 Critical battery notification
 On battery: On
 Plugged in: On
 Critical battery action
 On battery: Sleep
 Plugged in: Sleep
 Low battery notification
 On battery: On
 Plugged in: On
 Low battery action
 On battery: Do nothing
 Plugged in: Do nothing
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 Customization: Mach3 is extremely customizable from CNC point of view to drive (Milling machine,
lathe, laser cutting, machine 3, 4, 5 or even 6 axes, mobile spindle in X, Y, Z or only in Z with table mobile
X, Y, ...) or from software interface point of view with a more or less complex or adapted appearance.
Moreover, at the installation, Mach3 configures 3 different adaptations specially adapted to a lathe, a
milling machine or a laser cutting. These configurations are each defined by a specific xml file.
In our case, the Chinese manufacturer of the machine has made a well-adapted version thanks to a
directory and a

RnRMotion.dll extension contained in the Plugins subdirectory of the main RnRMotion
specific Mach3mill.xml configuration based on the Mach3 basic milling configuration.

 After installing the software, it is necessary to copy these elements in the directory of Mach3
by clicking Yes when the system asks if one overwrites the pre-existing versions.
10.2. Mach3 documentation
There are very good documentations in English and French on Mach3:
Mach3 Mill Installation and Configuration Guide
A usage guide for Mach3Mill/Plasma release 1.84+

=>

French Documentation for Mach3Mill

Mach3Mill_1.84.pdf
See attached file
in this document

10.3. Installation de Mach3
Download the latest version of Mach in demo version, in partial French at the French representative at
http://mach3.jazial.com/V2/mach3/ or in English directly from the American publisher at
https://www.machsupport.com/software/mach3/.
At the time of writing these lines we are at Mach3 version 3.043.
This Demo version is limited to 500 lines of G-Code instead of 10 million and has a kernel-locked
operation at the mini speed (A priori good enough here). Other limitations exist depending on the types
of CNC to control.
The Chinese dealer of my machine has accompanied the physical sending of the machine with a software
part by email including a demo version of Mach3 a little older (3.041) and his license that he proposes to
me to copy (Pirate). I tried: It works. But I still bought the latest version with my own license (175 €) to
offer my future creations for sale without risk...
So, launch and follow the installation of the Demo version in a traditional way:

then
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FYI, I ticked all the options offered to the
installation except the parallel port driver since I
use an USB port instead. Special feature of Mach3
again: The software installs directly to the root C:\
and not in the usual directory of Windows software
C:\Program Files. Here again we see the need to be
able to work around Windows if necessary.

A milling profile can be created with the name of
the CNC or the default value can be kept by clicking
Next.

Once the Demo installation is finished, the 2 files
supplied by the dealer and allowing a functioning
adapted to our CNC must be copied.
First, take the reseller-supplied RnRMotion.dll file
in its original \RnRMotion\Plugins directory and copy
it to the newly created C:\Mach3\PlugIns directory.
Then take the file Mach3mill.xml provided by the
dealer in its original directory \RnRMotion. If, at the
installation, a CNC3040 profile has been created,
this Mach3mill.xml file has to be renamed in
CNC3040.xml, and in any case, copy this renamed
file or not to the C:\Mach3 directory.
Finally to have the full version, add the
license file purchased or provided by
the reseller in the same directory C:\Mach3. In
these last steps, the pre-existing files are
overwritten. Then restart the PC and launch
Mach3.
Mach1Lic.dat

Then reboot the system.
If you click on Mach3mill shortcut instead of
CNC3040 shortcut, a window appears where you
have to choose the 2nd choice to use the new
RnRMotion.dll corresponding to a milling-router
operation adapted to our CNC.
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Initial window after reboot:

10.4. Mach3 Configuration
10.4.1. Language and interface
As mentioned above, Mach3 is a very customizable software. In
particular, a completely revised interface with windows, buttons and
specific indications can be created. I have thus loaded an interface in
French provided by the French distributor of Mach 3.
With the screen mach3fr-fraisage.set instead of 1024.set, it becomes:
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10.4.2. Unities
The default units are to be configured in millimeters in our background. A
message warns that here the execution units will remain those defined by the
G-Code programs and that’s only the units of the displayvalues that are affected.

10.4.3. Ports et E/S

Here are configured the interface parameters sent and received by Mach3 with
respect to the Input/Output values as they are configured in the various VFD
boards of the CNC.
We will start with the Motor Outputs tab by the rotation of the displacement
motors in X, Y, Y and the 4th axis A.
Note: When I configure in a classic way (Image at the bottom left), I do not get
the direction of movement that I want. So I made a specific setting for my case
(Image at the bottom right).

In fact, between these 2 settings, the difference on one of the first 3 rows amounts to reversing the
direction of movement of the corresponding axis.
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Then go to the Input Signals
tab:
Here, we declare to Mach3
which port and which bound
corresponds
to
which
movement of which axis.

Here we declare to Mach3
which port and which
terminal corresponds to the
probe and to the end stops.
Originally, these items are
not supplied with the
machine, but it is expected
that I install them quickly. The
setting will already be done.
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Here too, these parameters
correspond
to
future
improvements.
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Then go to the Output Signals
tab:
Here, we tell Mach3 which
port and which terminal
corresponds to which output
to the motor of which axis.

Then

we

go to
Encoders/MPG’s tab:

the

Here, Mach3 is told which
encoder is active.
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Then go to the Spindle Setup
tab:
Here, we make sure to have
the active relays with the
correct outputs, the PWM
frequency at 1000 and other
default settings.

Then go to the Mill Options
tab:
Here, we make sure that
Zmin is 0 and that we have
checked
the
advanced
compensation analysis.

Finally, we go to the Ports
Setup and Axis Selection tab:
Here, we make sure that
Port #1 is active. The kernel
speed is set by default to 25
kHz which is good enough for
this CNC, even if some set
more with faster controllers.
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10.4.4. Ports et E/S

Now, the motion profiles of the X, Y, Z and A motors have to be configured
with acceleration and deceleration ramps at every movement command.
To input the different parameters, first click on the button of the motor you
want to configure, then define the setting values and finally save them by
clicking on the “SAVE AXIS SETTINGS” button.
The labels

to

on the screenshot below correspond to these operations.

Warning ! To be able to do this parameterization, the PC must be connected
to the VFD. This one must be ON and the rotating button must be oriented on
PC and Mach3 must be then launched to guarantee the link.

1
1. Choose X Axis
2. Input 400
3. Input 1500
4. Input 400
5. Save the X settings

5
2

3

4

1
1. Choose Y Axis
2. Input 400
3. Input 1500
4. Input 400
5. Save the Y settings

5
2

3

4
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1

1. Choose Z Axis
2. Input 400
3. Input 1500
4. Input 400
5. Save the Z settings

5
2

3

4

1

1. Choose A Axis
2. Input 400
3. Input 1500
4. Input 400
5. Save the A settings

5
2

3

4

10.5. Raccourcis clavier et Pavé numérique

It is not always easy to control the machine and the levelling of tools on a
workpiece with Mach3 and the computer keyboard.
In a much more practical way, I use a keypad with its mini-transmitter on a
USB port of the PC.
I also create keyboard shortcuts in such a way that when the numeric keypad
is put in the most convenient way for me on the CNC table, the ← ↑ → ↓
keys correspond to the X and Y movements in the right direction.
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You just have to click on the button of the movement to configure then press on the key of the keypad
to associate. The operation is repeated for each movement.
For example, after configuring the arrow keys, I have chosen the - and + keys on the numeric keypad for
Z movements and the / and * keys for A-axis movements, but any other choice is possible.
10.6. CNC working
10.6.1. Manual working, without PC
No need to start the PC. Press the VFD ON button, check that the emergency stop button is not depressed
by turning it a little. Turn the rotary knob to Manually and press the RUN key.
With the potentiometer, you can turn the spindle. In fact, that's all we can do!
10.6.2. Normal working with PC
Press the VFD ON button, check that the emergency stop button is not depressed by turning it a little.
The rotary knob is positioned on the PC. We start the PC, we run Mach3. Press the RUN key of the VFD
otherwise the spindle cannot be activated by the PC.
With the potentiometer, you can ALSO rotate the spindle. As soon as the Mach3 emergency stop button
is disarmed, CNC control is effective, especially with the keypad.
For the rest, you need to load G-Code programs and...

Have fun!

Etienne Bertrand – Fév 2019
etienne.be@netc.fr
Donation to help me to continue would be very appreciate (PayPal on address above)…
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